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ABSTR!,.CT 
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•. 
Theory and Operation of a Schlieren System - T. J. Hordendort 
The purpose of this thesis is to present the theory 
and pri~ciples of operation of a schlieren system by ex-
of several basic arransements 
a_-rid to evn.lu:1te the ,rasent existing apparatus at Le!ligh 
UniverGity. A typical schlieron systen is used to illus-
·. 
trate the oper~1tion of tl-"1e appc..ro.tus and to sho1r the com-
ponents in their geo1netrical relation to one anotl1cr. The 
principle of' tl1.e sc:ui0ren ef.f'cc t on the light rays pas sin[; 
through a density gr&dient~in a mediwn is explained. System 
sensitivity is defined Qnd described in terms of system 
eeo~ne try. The basic schliercn equ~tion for the pas~age of 
a lio:ht bem:1 through a de~--isity ., . t r:i"" ··. a-i en u- '-· .... • J.. 3 derived in terms 
of GUS d6nsity and specitic refraction ~ .. nd is then ~?Plied 
to a cons·~a:..rit pressure process, . ' . i:e~~ropic process, .. o.na a 
shoclr 1-ruve for ct.1-i ideal gs..s. 
0 , . ,,.., ~ ncra~ion 01 ~cnses 
... 
ar.Ld rnir•rors is next p1 ... escnted. 
The basic lens end mirror equation is derived, ., . ' a.-ria ~ fl G C O HL"lilO n 
lens O.:.l"ld r,liY-J:'or defects are prescr1ted: s;J:ierical aberration, 
, ' . ' ' . cnroma~ic aoor~a~ion. m, Ine r:.·; ..,...., r"l ;:;.._ ·,r:i ~ror 
..., ..... u - .. --
coincidence schlieren system is OLltlined, 1 . J... 1. s vl.ng • .l- b ' 1 ll s a sic 
compo~:nts in relation to each ot~er and givinc pertinent 
geo~otry for each part. SJ st era 3 e:1. s it iv it-:/ i s derive c., C:..r~ d 
o~ the appa~atus are listed. The 
parallel light si11.Gle rrdr·ror systera, double mirror coincidence 
• 
·-.............. ~_., 
I 
{ 
', ... 
J 
;\ 
'• 
' 
I ' . 
2. 
oystem, a.ouble mirror parallel light systerri, ru.1d the mul·tiple 
source schlie:'en syster11 are next l)rezcnted; • c ori10 onen -c c-... ,' ', • sensi-
of ec..cl1 are given. 
T1ro 1:1ethods of quc..nti tati ve i:'1.terpretation or schlieren 
results are the photographic densitometry method the g:-id 
d ./:" . an J.ringe shift method. Accur~cies and limitations of each 
method are discussed. The indi vidun.l corn11onents of a typical 
syste~n and their characteristics are prese:-ited. Qualifications 
and exa::-.1ples of a licl1t source; di:mensions a."'rld characteristics 
. 
/ 
/ 
of n. condense1r lens BIJ.d slit; facto~s in the selection and 
opera tior.1. of field rturrors; and theory of the • c~nera are given. 
The 
cific corr1-oonents of 
• 
le:is 
. , . 
-,"'\- ~ 
L, ... ~.1. ._; 
• • iris 
mirror, spherical rairrar, 
type, 
ther~ di SCllSSed. The sne-
• 
the light source, 
"I • I ' 1 a a. . , .. ..... - ·m ,,... -,r""I -- r n s ' J ..... • I i .,j • I .-.JI 
.. U -i. ..JU-'•'-'-- V - J., • ~ nlr,r.Le 
... 
Eu~d their cnaracteristics-
- are presented in detail. 
A~ e;ctensi ve outli:."'ie of t:.1.c sc:1lierer ... system opci~ation 1-1::ich 
includes i'irir<; 
lenses 
ac tunl • J.S 
• .L· • , .. • ' • 
~a, .. ,...c e, ... Jo s, ·1 o·n1n.-:- an,.·· --=- .... -. ·, (" - .., :n r. 
- '-~ J. .i.. IJ- ,. U U. c.-,.\..4 u ~ ..:> V .J.. •v 
.- n d O "') - ~ .- i.. ; • "\ r .1- 1-. e ct... 1 c, ... L~ L, -1 J. • v ..;. .L 
... ....., 
tl1cory. 
• • lS r.., v,--:~~ 0- '-'--• 
m ,""' c. .l- e C, -"- r ~ C, "! , 1 .! • .-::, 
... - - v v - v v...; 1.,.1,._ .., -.1 
The 
the 
J..,., 
v .... en 
the A lar~e mirror is ~ the 
• in to 
achieve better result8. ~ a"' di· .i.. -; o·~ ~ 1 ..... LJ __ .... a. . . . . .. Cr, - ... C ., ,...1 ..... C" f"1na 
- L., .1. J.. ..:.> ,iu ..... ::.") o c o rr.un en-
dations are ndded. Diacrams and photoeraphs are included at 
the end of the report. f; t., 
.d.u nor 
• 
.. 
::,'[' . 
.. 
l 
... 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Aside rrom the conventional methods of investigating 
floi-1 fields by means ar.·pressure ar .. d temperature survey~, 
p 
co1npressible fluid floi-:s lend themselves partic·ularly \vell 
to optical investigation methods. 
The three main optical methods in common use are the 
shadoi.;graph, scblieren, and interferorneter. These methods 
depend on the following principle: the speed of light is 
. ) 
depender.i.-'c upon the inde): of refrs.c tion'· of the medium through 
1'111.ich it passes, and the refractive index is dependen~ upon 
the gas density; tharerore, li6ht passing throuGh a density 
gradient is deflected in tne sa:~12; mar-u"'ler as though it i..rere 
passing through a prism. Thl s report deals only vii th the 
schlieren optical system. 
iI. PURPOSE 
The purpose of this report is to set forth the theory 
beh:ind the schliere11 operation, to assemble and operate the 
present appara~us at Lehl~h University, and to evaluate this 
existing schlieren equipr,1enl, fro1n tne test results obtained. 
III. THEORY OF OPER..A .. TI01\J 
1. Princinle of Schlieren 
The pri11ciprtl ele:;ients of a typical schlieren 
system are shovm in figure 1. Lirht from the source I·l is u 
collimated by the lenses 11 and 12 to an image at N • 
• 
.< 
ii i'i 
leJ 
------------------------------------------
l 
The subject (gas flow field) is located at s. The light 
beam passing through S falls upon the field lens O and is 
i'ocussed upon tl1e · vie1·1inG screen or photographic plate I. 
A kni£e edge introduced into the beam at N causes a unirorm 
darkening of .the field at I. This nhenomenon occurs because 
• 
N is an image or the source ?{, and each point of I{ receives 
I 
light rays from all points of s. In operation, it is neces-
sary to locate the lcnife edge at the focal point N,since 
this is the only point to receive light from all poin~s of s. 
The location of the focal • • '00 ... - -
.J..LJ. " ... is achieved by moving the 
knife edge along the optical axis un~il the screen darkens 
uniformly. If the edge is improperly positioned, the screen 
will not darken ~1.iforraly, and a shadoi.1 of the edge t-1ill 
appear on the screen. 
The field v~ll darken uniformly only if all the rays 
from S pass through N. If, however, the rays thro~6h any 
point in S are deflected a small angular ar,1ount, t:1e knife 
edge ,-1ill intercept more or less of the rays than previously. 
For example, in figure 2, the rays through s2 have ~een 
deflected dovmward, and more light strikes th~ knife edge. 
,. 
Therefore, the illurninatioI1 of this point at I t-rill be less 
th&n for other points in the field. The rays th.rough s1 are 
undeflected rays. If the rays throuGh ma:n.y points are 
deflected, areas of light aad dark appear at the screen I. 
The deflection of the rays can be caused by density gradients, 
thus showing these on the screen as regions of varying 
illurd.nationo 
• 
I 
. 
,. 
1' 
I 
,', 
I 
t 
( ) 
5. 
A constant gradient produces a uniform deflection of light 
passing through it; areas of the same illumination corres-
pond to areas of equal density at the subj2ct s. Therefore, 
the principle of the schlieren depends upon the change in 
illumination of a point on the screen due to more or less 
blocl{age of ligl1t rays by the lmife edge caused by l~ght 
deflections at the subject. Tne lai.ife edge intercepts rays 
deflected perpendicular to its edge only; thus, the system 
is sensitive to-density gradients only in that direction. 
By rotation of the knife edge, gradients in otner directions 
cw~ be obsarved. 
~ 
2. Sensitivity of Schlieren System 
a large dis~anca fro~ 
S to N, a very small angular deflection of tne lignt be~n can 
produce a large change in illu.rrunation at I. The sensi~ivity 
of tne syste~ is measured by the proportional c~unse in illum-
ination of tne image for a given angular deflection of the 
rays. ~lith no knife edge, the illuraination E0 of -c:"le screen 
I is given by [3] ~~ 
E 
0 
-
-
B vr h 
m2 f2 
1 
1/Jhere B is the luminance (brigl1t11.ess), w is the 1r1idth and 
~,;h. .~.s the heigl1.t of the light solli ... ce, r, is the focal leneth 
f 
of the first rield lens 11 , and~ is the magni£icavion of 
the image on the screen. The dimensions of the source image 
* Number in brackets pertains to reference • 
• 
r, 
l 
-, 
' t .. 
I' 
\ 
, 
o. 
at the knife edge are (f2 /f1 ) h and {i'2/f1 ) w, where ~ is 
the focal lenctth of lens - - """' all but height of the L2• .L J. a (J 
• • cut o~---- by 1-:nifc :, (see figure 2)' the i 111.L.-rn-1.muge 1.S J. .J. a ec(;'e 0 
ination of the screen falls uniformly to a value E given by 
E = 
. •· 
~.Jhen the optical disturbance producing an angular deflection 
€
 of the light rays is introducea, the linear deflection of 
the image at the knife edge is f2 f , wr.1.ich is equal to b in 
• 
fi~ure 2. The change of illu.-...u.nation on the screen is then 
~E= 
-
-
and the sensitivity • • .. [61 lS given oy 
LE t 1~2 b (1 ) - -
-
-
-
- I 
~ a a ~ 
As can be seen, the deflection bis related to the system 
geometry (f2 ) and the strength of the density gradient at 
S ( ( ) • It rG.ay be computed fo~" the various systems to be 
discussed later. 
Equation {1) holds true only if the light rays are not 
I defle~ted far enough to fall either completely on or off . , -cne 
[3] 
kn ·.o ct· ·r ., · 1 1 e e ('1' e • J. .,.. n 'j c O "" C .. " .,.... c_. .... 0 • o - I v- .. ..1. u v u. .. "-', ..i..l further chan~es 0 
• 
• ..., .... • I • in 1...L J.. 'llrill:.~a I.1.on 
occur fro~ a stro~ger gradient at s. Therefore, the linear 
• 
f ) 
7. 
response of the system is limited by the obscured width of 
the source image in one direction and by the unobscured 
width in tne other. The system is usually set so the 
range • :i...s the same fer- unward or 
.. 
the quantity a is given by [3] 
a -
-
1 
2 
doi.mward deflections. 
"' -
-
1 
2 b 
I 
and the corresponding illumination is 
E - 1 2 E 0 
• 
Hence, 
The ri1aximurn range of iraage displacement for retentio21 of 
sensitlvi~y &t the kni~e edge is one-half the im~ge height 
t . , .., a "'G r.1.e e age equal to 1/2 (f2/t1 ) h, and the maximura de-
flection f is given by 1/2 (n/f~) 
I 
The sensitivity can be increased by inserting the 
lmi1~e edge farther into tl1.e source image at 1'~, i.e., by 
reducin6 diste:.nce a. This res~lts in gren.tej, .... 1 .... 01::-~ive 
illlliriinatio11 cl1anges irJ. the field fol"' a given deflection at 
s. The total illumination, noi-1cver, is also propo~tion.s.l to 
aj if a is reduced to zero, the fie].d is darl-c. Therefore, a 
com·orornise must be struck bet\,Jeen illurnination and sensi-... 
tivity. 
3 D • · • · ~ S '1. E .,_. • eriva~ion o~ cn_icrcn •aua~ions 
As me~~ioncd atove~ light r~ys passing through 
a density gradient are deflected from t~eir original direction. 
.-
\ 
f ) 
-
., . . .. 
8. 
T~..is occurs due to the speed ot light depending upon the 
index of ref'raction n of a gas, ivlti.ch in turn depe11ds upon 
the density p of the gas. 
two is [6] 
The relationship between the 
... 
n -
-
1 + k p (2) 
which for air is 
n -
- 1 + 0.000294 
where p0 is air density at 32°? and one atmosphere pressure. 
The ind.e:, of rer~rac~ion of a substance is th.e ratio of 
the speed o:t light in a vacuun1 to the speed of lig:--.t in the 
subst~---ice. This ratio is a function of the 't·1avelerJ.gth of the 
l . .. .I ignc. To tu~ders~and the deflection of a light ray, consider 
figure 3. Here a wave moves f~om x 
1 to x2 with a refractive 
index va~iation from y1 to y2 due to a density gradient 
between these two points. 1 ~ ·,-.rr er <A• 0 refrac~ive index n2 is 
at y2 • As the wave moves alon:; the x axis, it rotates through 
the angle C<. a.ftcr a sho:t·t period o:L' tir.10 .6. t. This rotation 
is duo to Qi£rerent light v0locities at y1 and y2 , the larger 
velocity being at y2 • A light ray is a 1101~r:ial to the 1.1ave-
fronl, and is the path the 1-1ave folloi-rs througl1 the substance. 
For the change of direction of the ray 
sin (X = 
(£ 
n~ 
.._ 
- £ ) 
n, 
J 
• 
~t (3) 
' ' 
( ) 
, I 9. 
where c is the velocity of light in a vacuum and .6t the 
time r.equired to move the wave a distance b.x., normal to 
they direction. For ~t, 
6t = !:::.x (~) 
C 
.. 
(4) 
I 
where n is the average rerractive index in the region. Thus, 
from (3) and (4) 
( ~2 - ~I ) ( ~ 
sin C( = ----------6. y 
.Q,~ 
• sin - n1 - n2 C( - -----
n 
6Y 
as b.x and 6,y approach zero this becomes [2] 
d(;( = d.x 
n 
' u :r1 
oY (5) 
Generally, most deflections are small, and equation 
(5) holds tr-cl.o for fir..i te ..:6,x a;.~ci Cf. _ Also the va1"iatio11 o:t: 
n is usually small~ and an average is used in the calculations 
as a constant. For gases, n is aOout one, and equation (5) 
becomes [2] 
Ct. = 
I 
From the Lorenz-Lorentz equation 
2 
r -
-
1 
-p n - 1 n2 + 2 
(6) 
,;i 
f ) 
1 o. 
where pis the density, and r is the specific refraction, 
which is almost a constant. In the case of gases, for n 
nearly unity, the equation reduces to 
d....11. l r (7) --dp 2 
combining (6) and (7) • the schlieren equation [2] gives 
Cl = 2. r d;O ~x (8) 2 e;Y 
By the use of the ideal gas lai-J" p = fJRT, for a constant 
pressure process, equation (8) beco~es [2] 
' r, G- (9) 
dy 
' This equation is especially useful for measurement of temper-
ature gradients in a ther~al boundary layer. 
For an isentropic process 
where a is some lmovm point, the Lorenz-Lorentz equation and 
{8) yield (2] 
C( = 
.. ( t-) ¥.:-1 k 
{10) 
The schlieren equation can also be applied to a shock 
liave. In figure (L~) is shoi·!l"l. a pla11 viei·1 of a ~hctck..... The 
i 
• 
11. 
refractive index is constant aiong the ~dges of the shock 
a..~d varies uniror-rnJ.y across it. Three i·1aves .. ~, B, and C 
ar~ shoi~ entering; the <lotted lines show their paths in 
the shock. G~nerally, these waves are deflected entirely 
out of the zone due to the thinness o~ the shoclr. \·Jave P., 
being in the shock longest, is deflected the.most. The 
maximu.m deflection is, from equation (9), [2] 
ex max 6n 
---t 
X 
-n 
-
-
where t is the shock thickness, b.n the variation of ,, 
refractive index across the shock~ n the rerractive index, 
and x the distance tho ray remains in tne shock. Since C( is 
dy/dx., . . one can 1.-1r1 ~e 
t ........ 
10 dy - r· 6n X d.x - t n :; 
Integrating, solving for x, fu~d substituting into equation 
(9), (2] 
amax -
-
2Ln 
n (11) 
This relation is approxira.ately true i-1r1.en0ver the deflection 
angle is large cora1pared to the ai1gle at i-lnicn the .lieht ray 
strikes the surface. 
• 
. .. 
I 
i 
I 
( ) 
fl 
12. 
IV. SCI-iliIERfilI SYSTE~l TYPES 
In the schlieren system discussed above (figure 1 ), 
a large test section requires prohibitively large field 
lenses 11 and L2;thus, in most cases mirrors are substituted 
for these lenses. Th0re are three main reasons for J-, • 1-n1 (", • 
"'·- u • 
( 1 ) . h . ' . iru omogen.eir,ies are avoided, (2) 
errors due to diffarent indices of refraction for diffarent 
a void.ed., ( 3) .. !:'I cneanness 01 ms.nu-
... 
facture or a lar~e u • mir::..,...or co~nared to that of a ... laree lens • 
2. - ........ ., ·~ i ,Q i..,.;.. ...... - \ .. -: r.. ~ "J • ..... - 1 0 •,'°"! ("'\ -~ \.__ "-,.( ............ l.1 -- J. - 1,.-,J 
lens and most contain at least one the cha~acteristics 
of lens3s and ~~rrors will be before 
into tnc discussion of· variou.s sc:n.lic::..~c11 sys-t;e]1~. Lanses t-1ill 
be . d d .. .- ,i."'I consi ere, OUv v~D ~ • i • 0 ·1r 1-,-- -r U. ci. ...._ .J.. v .l. 1.:1 t.J 
• 
of r,:.ir:r•o rs . . -are si :r .. i J. ~1r. 
poli s~e1ed s lli,.f aces, at least one of , . ' ~-Jnl c r1 is cui-•ved.. The 1nost 
co::-,LilOi1. foI"·r.1 of a simple ler1s has t\·J'O cur•ved surfaces, i.;hich 
can be conside~ed as parts of the line joini~g tne 
spher·e ce~1:t;e;Ps is the axis of the lens as s1101-m in fisure 5. 
All lenses used in schlier0n systems are of,the 
.,_ 1.1yDe L , . . .. . , 1 . . hi , . , .L... d i-11. -en t11e ens center -c c ... .:er -cnar.&. ~.r.1.e e ges. A ler1s • J.S 
regarded as thin if the thickness t • l::; (less thm1 one-
tenth) comparea to the radii of curvat~re of the lens surfaces 
• 
( 
.. l 
j· 
l ) 
1 3. 
Lenses produce images of luminous or illuminated ,. 
objects. To show how images are produced, consider figure 
6. In part a, a ray leaves point O at distar.ce p fron1 the 
lens a.~d crosses the axis again at point lat distance q 
after passirig throug:i the lens o Par"t b shoivs refraction at 
the fil"st surface onlyi ·.·Il1Gr"eby [8] 
sin e1 = µ.. sin ~1 
where the refractive index of air is taken as one and that 
of tr.i.e glass as µ. , and 1·1l1.ere e1 and i 1 are the angles be-
tween the normal and the rays in air and glass, respectively. 
For small deflections 
also e1 = A+B, ¢1 = B-C 
hence A+B = µ. ( B-C) { 12) 
Part c shows the refractio~ at the second lens surface. The 
. -1 
ray corning from the left in tl1is r""·j guI'e is the same/ ray, in 
the glass, as that t·(nich p::..")oceeds to the rignt in b. As 
before [8] 
or 
D+E = µ. (D+C) ( 1 3) 
By adding (12) and (13), the folloi.ring result is obtained: 
A+ E = ( µ -1 ) ( B+ D ) ( 14) 
..... "' 
i ) .J 
t ) 
.. 
If lens thic}.:ness • srn.all compared to q, and R-1, then J.S P, 
A - a/p E - a/q B - a/R1 D - o./R2 - - - -
Substituting those values into (14) yields the the lens equation 
. l 
1 
• .,.. 1 
-
-
( µ_ -1 ) + ( 15) - -p q 
where pis the ob~ect distance, q the inage distanc8, and R1 
and R~ the radii ot the lens surfaces. 
'-
This equation holds 
tFu.e f'or 
~he lens, provide~ only s~all 
.. .n1 .• ae..1.. _0 c-cions 
lens 
above 2.l.so ::.old.s 
. 1 .. are 1i--1vo "tleu, 
also 
~ vrue ~o~ ..L ... 
?ar.:tllel rays 
~ocus at a poi11t cc.lled t:1e pr::.nci:_-:ial 
all 
• 0-; f'/ i~ 
..... ......... _, 
The 
si:c1ce they can 
r .. :r·e brou2;}i ... t to 
tl1e lcr~s, 
1 - · J. 1· .t • .,__, e _-.~ 0 C """''-'·-1 I -• ' (""\ 0 L, ' I -~ _.., l,J - l,J ... - le r1: th f of :..l1e 
Therefore 
' . . 0 e-· -i-, ... -r 
"'-" lJ V .l.•C) }' eottc.l 
• 
I • ~ • e I 
- .... - .,i -- - ..... ., --y i., u ~-•~ .L .1.l- V \ 
1/f = (µ..- 1) • T 
1/p + 1/q = 1/f 
• 2..n J.. .. 1.,.:-l e lcr_s equation, q 
( 16) 
( l 7) 
which is tl1e relations:1ip fo1"' objact distai.'l.cc, im:ig 13 distance, 
and focc•.l ( Q:.1.d al s 0 for a. rri.irror). A lens 
.... . ~ 
.i./. 
has two foci (a mirror has one), one on either side of it 
and equidistant from it. The magnification or the object 
is [8] 
m = E. q 
for real images formed by the lens. 
3. I) - _.... ,.. .!--· I c,;" '. r, I..:, ... / ._, ..., l,J 
(18) 
There a.:re several de~0cts common to both mirrors 
and lenses i,;l1.icl'.1. occur frequently in optical systems. 
These defects are: 
a. Spherical Aberration: Light rays passin6 
~-
through the outer edges of a leri.s or stril«:ing tne outer surface 
of a snhericD..l • :-a .., I mirror 01 ~arge aper~ui~c lens • 
or rr~rror ttan rays pussing tru·ou;~ the centr~l regions. T:us 
causes a blurring effect on the i~age. The aoerra~ion can be 
corrected i11. a lens by multi-eler.-:e::-'~t lerJ.ses or by reducin_c; 
lens ape~~ure since aberration varies as the square of the 
lens diE~Y;1.eter. In a mirror, &berra~ion can be eliminated by 
use of a parabolic mirror or again by reducing tDe :nirror 
~ -~. ..... 7 
~ee ..1.. igu..·e " 
b. Vertical fan rays from an off-
axis source focus at a different point than horizontal rays. 
m1-l~ C J.. .4 "'"-'- tJ a.efec~ ""t &...tso causes 
8 for a lens.) Astigmatism varies as tne.square of t~a i~a6 e 
height and directly as tr.Le offset angle frora tl1e op~ical a:{is. 
Tnis effect can be corr"ected by specially groU&.--id lc::iscs or 
• nurrors. Also i~ can be reduced by reducinc lens or mirror 
aperture, thus eliminating offending marginal rays. Position 
• 
. , 
( 
( ) 
. ~ 
.,---. .. 
1 6 • 
of best ~ J. OCUS is beti~een the focal lines, lmown as the circle 
of least confusion. 
c. Coma: Light rays from an off-a:tis source pass 
througr.1. the center of a lens or rrJ.rror and focus .f8.rther 
~., 1. , . . f .i..1: . • .• a1.-1ay vr:.an 1.gr1"C cor111:.1g rom v .l.e ex""Gremi ~ies ( figur•e 9). 
This effect causes poor definition of off-axis • 1r.1ages. As 
vii th sphcrica-1 aber:.,..ation, coma can be reduced by reducing 
lens or r:ri.rror aperture. 
d. Chroma~ic Aberration: Short wavelengths of 
light are focussed nearer the lens than long wavelengths. 
Images appear surrounded by a halo of color. This cs.n be 
corrected by a r:1ul ti-e;,:)r:::~:.::-1c:.1·~ 1 ens. Chromatic aberr~tion is 
cli s tn11c o. 
,. 
S • 1 ""II"• " • ·ct inn:_ e 1·.ur:~01~ vo:_r.1.c J.. cr.:.c 0 
a. General .~s-occ ~s: 
... 
Va~iations of schlieren 
systems 1.-1ill r.L.O\·J be d.iscussed. In figure 10 is shovm a single 
mirror coincidence schlieren system. Tnis system is basically 
the same as that of f igl1re 1 exce·ot a mirror nov1 renlaces the 
... 
one le:r1s 12 • A condenser lens B focusses an image of the light 
source A on a nlane mirror at 
.l. 'rhe imar.e at S can· be rn.asl{ed 0 
to any size ~ya diaphragm at lens Band is thus tne effective 
source of the system. Tne ulc.ne rrJ.rror rotates the light bearn 
th.rough. 90° ar.&.d on to the spl1.0i--•ical rr~rror at i1. The p 18.J.vi e 
r.iirror and knife edge are located as close together as possible 
• 
at the center of curvature of .... , ,, ' .·.L. .,_ m· '"' v , w 1 . " t ~ 1.gn ocam 
t r av~·,-.•';' .- ,:,0 
- ... t,J ...... ..., F twice and doubles the system sensitivity. 
"'4, 
-
• 
~ 
I 
I 
I 
,, 
,, 
t ,. l '· 
{ ,) 
17. 
The magnification of the m C source A at the 
• image. 
s • a ( fi ,-·~, r - 10) .. • • ce4- equal to l.S 
-
and. ., '\j mm1.y cases J. s one, t.:., v.. v -J.· ..., u p 
the .. lens siYnply ~o-"'ming conaensor J. ... • 1 • ml 
length of the condensing lens is [3] 
mp 
c-
m +1 
C 
• at s. The focal 1.1nage 
(1 9) 
and form equal to one, f =~.If' the full field of the 
C C -
mir2'"4or I·: is to be u·t;ilized for visualization, the mn.xir:run1 
illu:ri:-ia.tion is obtairied :-ir.i.en tl1e co:1.d.cnser i3 adjusted so 
that the light bea.m • • JU.Sv 
case only m.ir~f·or) I{ of the 
-
-
Therefore , 
( a.Yld in this 
(20) 
where d is the condenser 
C 
The focal length f~ of the j 
diam~ter and d the mirror dicr~eter. 
focussinc lons Lis [~ 
.. -
J. 3 -
--... 1 - . 
-·· 
(21 ) 
where the notation is that o;_"' 1'1gure 11, and n1 is 1;n.e magnifi-
cation of . , ~ ir~ver-c;ca. screen. FiITure . ......... 11 
shO'ttIS a 1 0. 
In the case ,., ,.....u , 1 i-· s zero. 'J:l1e distance 1" bet1-1een 
the o-oticetl dis-cur·:,s.nce and -~ho focal "'.'.)lune of the r~1i1--ror I·l ~ • 2 
• - ' . l.S fJ o s:. ·c j_ \t c 
., . . . ., i·L:.'len ins 1. ae. 
from the focussing 
O"o :; C C ··- .:_ ,.., J .. l, .... ~ . . ., . h Oll-c SJ. d.e ~ C tocus of 1~:') and 
c_ 
.. . . 
a. : C' ~ - 'l .,,_., ·"l ":. _...,u ........ v\,:;;; e to tl1.e viei-1ing screen 
[3] 
-------------
-------------
------· 
'1'1 
II 
111 
I 
I 
I 
... 
( 
( 
• 
f I .!'2 1'3) 
"" \ ..I.. ') -1e; ) 8= rn (r2 - ) , - f - ~2 ., f31 (22) 2 J.? - .Lr, ...l.. I u 
'-
In tho above case of figure 10, r3 = m:r2 and e = rnf2 alJo. 
In r:ian:y-- cases for 1 fu"'ld g both snc..11 cornparecl to f 0, f"" and 
.) '-
e can be to.~-:en n.s aquc~l to rru 2 • 
b. Sensitivity: Il the anr:-ul n.r \,,.-) deflection of each 
J:I 1 . ... J.-pass as e o~ ign~ rays ~ · ld ., · r J..l.C :.."' lS t 1 the total 
aY1r;ular deflec~ion is 2( (fism.,c 10). T:10 distPJ1ce bct1-1ecn 
• 
End I( .. lS t~.-:o focal lenG lJhs tl1e s e11s1-
ti vi ty fror:i ec:uation 
-
( 1 ) • J.S 
- a 
c. 
sensitiv~ty ot t~e s~r S ter.1 i S 
S .: "n ...... , e .....,....;rroY) ...l.4..i.Q..1.. .,I...J.. .t,. e 
A .., . ... ' Q.]. sac. V c.:r.1."G a 1:1' C ~ 
astigmatisn caused by the 
mirror fro~ the o~~ic~l 
... 
SDOt) • 
... 
.... 
.1.r:1.ag e Cl U .,.., 1 ~ .;_°\r • '-1._._ ..._ V.) 
p 1 a c erae :.-.i. t of 
[6] 
-i .. C' ~ -")i· -,-., C -~ pal 
.... L,.,j .)..1.. ... .I. -
-
• • +-l S 1.~s 
of the 
of: 
• J.S 
mh--J. Ci 
(23) 
incre8.sed 
occurence of 
edge s..11.d plan~ 
(sinc8 bo~~ ca:1..~ot occupy the 
If the 
J- "n _':) 1 rr i 7"" e l, .... \.I -~ ... _._ .... ed-e ......, , tne 
• 
d ... ar.i. a.is-
e -""'-.... -c ... ..:...l.C:: V • , C' .... t,J 
not • sc~icus; .; -.~ .J-"ne, r ~ ·(") e 
-- lJ J <-, ... across 1S s. blur:.~ing 
• l ;;1 :-l ~. • ~'. 
···-u...., 1 
-_, ' I ,.. ·- Cl 
'--'-.... 
. ~ t, .. . "' . .,t\ 
~no uer nis~uva.~tare o~ ._, 'h -c .... o s:r ster.1 is 
... 
a.ivcr6 ence 0 :,n. . 'i _ t .. 1e 
sectio:1 t:·rice 
~orr11ed can be 
..i-,. .,.0 L, ,·J 
in focus on the 
. . , 
~1-.averse ~r'le 
de -"1 ec ~- -~ ~~ n J..- u-U4J.v, only one of the • images 
• • Vl. G't·llllS ~ere en. 
l 
l. 
I 
I 
~ 
I 
' 
( ) 
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Usually the image formed by the reflected rays is focussed, 
since the incide~t rays are again ueflected upon returning. 
Finally, • .&,.1 d .L. S ,~ce ,_,~e ~~ys o 1 -r~vA~~p 
........ J. "' •. .I. - c.;;.. .., c.... - .. - ._, 
•1. . J.. .L.. t . 
°C.L.18 "'C CS v S G C \, l on 't-J'l. Ce, 
a strong disturbance such as a shocl-: i-1ave may cause the 
incident and reflected bear.1s to ~raverse a ciffercnt portion 
of the field ~nd a double • iraage results o~ the screcno 
Thereforej due to their incre~sed sensitivity, coincidence 
sys~ems are used for viewing althour,-h D 
for ordinary pU!\JOses ~l1ey are U..rldesirable for the above reasons. 
.. 
a. Parallel Light Single Mirror System: 
.. the increased sensitivi~y of a double-passage syster.i canoe re-
t . d ... ',, .,.~,... ..... f aine , 1-:1 -cr~ou -c -cne ail 1 i cu .l._,c:... es o 
1:1eans o-E 
...... 1., ..... b non-para~Le ~ign~, y 
~ere 
beQm is for~ed by u le~s o~ mirror and is reflected oy a ~lane 
mirror afte1'\ crossins t~n.e i.-1or·}:ir...2; section. .., so'Ll.rc e cna 
image are no:,r located at L,he focus of tl).e lens or r;-ur::..~or. 
to the offset of the • source ana image, ho:-reve::-, .. aoer-
ration1 and astigrrJ.a~is:11 ra.ay becorne ili.fluential in t{l .. is type 
setuu and tend to reduce 
~ 
• imarre 0 ~u&li t:l • This is especially 
Due 
true • since ... ~ne • imar,·e 0 and sou~ce are on the sn.rne side, arid the 
light bean1 effectively travels through the same offset angle 
::.,tlri-;or coincidence system 
is shot·m in figu:.")e 1 J. Here I .. ' • ... "'C.:.1.0 OD"ClC8.J. 
... 
elements are the s~~e 
as above except another spherical mirror is introduced into 
• 
( 
( ) 
---
·--~-- \ 
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the system, and the light traverses the subject four times, 
again doubling the sensitivity: 
LE 
-
-
(24) 
Th.is .increased light path also reduces astigmatic effects 
even further. The two mirrors are matched as to focal length 
and are displaced at the sam.e angle, in opposite directions, 
. t' in ne s a.'i1e pla:1.e. Since L,he rnirrors are offset in onnosi~e 
.... 
directions, coma introduced at t~e first mirror tends to be 
1 - .. c anc G J.. ea. out at the :, . secona rru..r1~or. 'I1hi s sys ~em l1n.s the same 
characteristic as the sin6le ~i~ror sys~cm except as wentioned 
di1~cc tly 
5. 
• 
-, -
-~ 
., 
,.... ,.., 01 --.... _. ! .. ! ' 1 
-·· .,.1. .. 
... .. .., 
~ Q.OUOl.O scll.licren 
· ' Sy S t C rr.., , . "' . 1-:n.l Cfl l S ' ., use. -cne 
effective ..... o .. ·'Y)ce Q ~ l-4.t. ....J ' • - ("I J.. .;) loc&tcd accurately t:--ie .f'ocus 
O.J.~ ~n~ e J.~1.·~s~ ~i·rro~ "' - .., ...... ..:. , 
-r"1.· eld ~ t-.o +.,ne secon~ "r"""l;r-1,')0~., r s-t the 1m· r::'\e ed-:'::I ~-
... .1.,· "' .., U •'...&. - - , -;)cl · l.... be; .\..7 and on to 
the screen I. For best res~l~s, 
to 
. . 
S , · C 1 ... (\., -,.... ....... 0 r S u. ~. .i_..._ _ J. 
aperture 
1 . . . ~ 1 ·t·: 1 ~- ,... -- .::i. t; ............. .:.~ vv 
.. 
.. U,...,...·G.' 1-J \J • 
1 e ·n~ ..:-n, _, .. 0 v I 
( Tllis cond.i~ioI1 also a1)plies .to 
tl1.e ti-10 • -m, ·..-.·...-.o-·~ s •'L-1... .. ... si-ic.u.ld be off-
tha source and 
aber1~[ltion .. ·.:i..Ue to . .. . -r,ni s 01-.f·set. 
the 
and in 1)ractice 
of sr.1all 
snherical 
~1'"1 _ ... 1 ,., r 
O,J..i,.'.:.. u. .... a. 
.._) 
results are s2. ~isfac ~or:r 
• 
previous setups.) Tl1.e 
• mirrors +- , .. are ma ~c.L-iea to ~ocal lenGth and rot~ted in opposite 
angles to the lig~t sou.rce and h11ite edce should be 
( 
, __ 
21. 
placed as near to the parallel light beam as possible to mini-
mize any aberrations and astigmatism. Placement of the source 
and knife edge on opposite sides of the rield minimizes the 
effect of coma. 
Due to astigmatism, the knife edge must be moved 
from one focal line to the other when rotated from horizontal 
to vertical. (See section on astigmatism.) This allows for 
the spreading of the source into a line along the kn.if~ edge, 
and the field will darken uniformly. For a deflection t of 
the light traversing the subject, the angular deflection after 
leaving the second mirror is still t . Since the lmife edge 
is located at one focal length from the mirror, the sensitivity 
is [6) 
~E 
E 
-
-
ft (25) 
a 
The great advantage of this system is the parallel light passing 
through the subject. This gives good resolving poi-:er, and the 
system is practical for viewing large density gradients. As 
\. 
mentioned above, the main disadvantage is the aberration and 
astigmatism introduced by the offset of source and knife edge. 
For most systems these effects are small, and the above system 
is the best type of schlieren setup. 
In all the above systems, lenses can be introduced 
into the setup in place of the mirrors. This allows all the 
elements to be mounted on the same optical axis. Thus, coma 
and astigmatism are eliminated, but spherical aberration remains. 
Also, as mentioned before, any large test section requires a 
prohibitively large expensivd lens. Thus mirrors are almost 
I 
I 
-
' 
I 
\ I 
I 
I 
{ ) 
• 
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entirely used in schlieren work. 
6. Multiple Source Schlieren System $ 
A modified schlieren system having unique 
properties is the multiple source system shoi·m in figure 15. 
The light source is a grid of pinholes or lines, i,1hich ~,hen 
illuminated from behind becomes a uniform field of discrete 
sources of light. At the plane where the lens forms an image 
or this grid, a negative grid is placed so the image of each 
source falls upon an opague spot surrounded by a transparent 
area. At this condition no light passes th.rouch the screen. 
~/hen a striation appears in the field, l1owcver, light rays are 
derlected so as to pass on to the screen and form an image of 
the striation. From the figure it can be seen that the field 
size is not limited to the size of the lens, but to the size 
of the easily constructed grid. The lens may be a small, 
highly corrected lens to give an aberration-free image of the 
source on the negative grid. Another property peculiar to this 
system is the depth of field effect. It can be seen in figure 
16 that point A is in .focus on the screen, 1-rhile B comes to 
focus somet-1hore behind it. {A and Bare points in the striation 
' 
field.} Any light deflected by A is concentrated at A , 1.-1ltlle 
light deflected by Bis spread over an area on the screen. This 
phenomenon may be best understood if the grid is considered to 
act as a diffused light source in all areas except its oi-n1 
neighborhood and that of the negative grid. The dep~h of field 
effect cannot be obtained in any other schlieren system because 
any striation is focussed sharply on tl1e screen. 
• 
) 
( ) 
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Another advantage or this system is that the light 
source does not have to approach a point in size. Hence, the 
type or light source is not as limited. 
V. QUANTATIVE INTERPRETATIOl{ OF SCHLIEREN RESULTS 
l. General 
Use of schlieren techniques to obtain measurements 
o:f density gradients is seldom attemped in aerodynaraic research, 
since these systems are usedpasically in qualitative research. 
Accuracy of greater than five per cent on measurement of density 
gradients is difficult to achieve in any atte~-apt. 
Conventional schlieren methods measure the total 
angular deflection experienced by a light ray in crossing the 
test 4- • secvion. The problem is to determine the density gradient 
;IP 
from the measured deflection. This is not simple, hoi,rever, 
since a ray crossing the test section may not remain in 
a region of constant gradient throughout its transit of the 
test section, especially if strong gradients nre present. Also, 
it is possible for two rays to suffer the same deflection but 
to have traveled ti-J'o different patl1s and traversed t\·10 different 
gradients in crossing the section. For two-dimensional flows, 
however, the problem of relatins de.flection to density gradienc 
is frequently soluble. :t-1easurement of angular de.flection of 
the rays can then be attemr)ted in several ivays. 
2. Photogranhic De11.si tor,1et1')1= ]:~c thod , 
The first method involves photographic densitometry. 
The brightness of a striation image is nronortionnl to the 
derlection angle, and the image density on the film is a function 
( 
{ ) 
of the light briehtness. This brightness con be n:0azt1rod by 
a densi tometor. For a photograpl1ic film tl10 density is pro-
portional to the logurithm of the exposure in energy per unit 
time. The density is defined as [ 2] 
. 
D = log1 O 
1 
-T 
(26) 
where T, the transmission, is defined as the fraction of light 
infrin0ing on the ne~ative, that is transmitted through the 
negative. (2] 
Thus, log 1 
-T -- D ~ log (exposure) 
or 
"""-' 
-
exposure (27) 
In maki!l[; a print, the ; i'or the print emulsion is proportional 
to T of tho negative so that the brightness of the pattern on 
the print is proportional to brichtnass of the scr.lieren 
pattern, which in turn is proportional to deflection A.n0le. 
Thus, these deflections n1ay be measu1~ed by a densi to~~1(.;te1..,, 1-111.ich 
meastlres quantitatively the tr~J.s:nission of tl1e nesative. Be-
cause of difi'raction at the knife edge, hot1ever, the accuracy 
of this metr1od is loi-r. 
An alternative method i·1hich partially co!npensa te s 
·•, 
for diffraction at the lmi.fe edge is tc include in the fi0ld 
a nura.be1~ of u st~---idard scl-1liere" ,-1l1ich may be a series of [;lass 
wedges in the field containinG a gas :·rl1ich p1~oduces u lmo1·.i'n 
ancular deflection. Tl1ese "standard scl1liere" are tl1cn used 
as references on the photoGraphic nesativc. The cf~ccts of 
diffraction on the distribution of illtunination in the imase 
depend, however, on the shape and position of the object in 
• 
( 
-
the field as well as on the angular-deflection it produces. 
The effects will, thore.foro, differ for the "standard 
schliere" and are thus not entirely eliminated. 
3 G • d d F . C'., • !"II. 't.. I • d • !'1 an rince 01121-C ... lEr;~hO 
Due to er"'rors occurarjn8 in pl1otographic densitometry, 
methods not involving this practice are of interest. One such 
method is the uce of a grid in the place of the knife edge. 
The grid is composed of alternate tro..nsparent and opaque strips 
of equal i.;idth, and spaced so the maximum displacement of the 
source image is divided into several steps. The source image 
height is arranged to be less tl1an the spacing of the grid 
strips so that, for deflections of light rays lcs"s than this 
distance, the apparatus behaves as a conventional schlieren 
system. 
//' 
/ For displacements grea tor tl1an t11e grid spacings, 
the final image darkens; as the displacement increases, the 
image on the screen again lightens as it passes beyond the 
opaque grid strip. For increasing density gradients, the 
illumination across the image may oe subject to sever~l cycles 
of this process, and the image i-Jill contain bands ea.ch of 1.-ihich 
is a line of constant illumination and corresnonds to a certain ... 
displacement of the source im~ge relative to the grid. 
terrnine displacements, the particular grid cler.1ent; that 
To de-
• gives 
rise to a particular bartd in the in1age on the scroen must be 
identified. This can be done by tal{ing photograpl1s i1ith some ,. . 
of the transparent strips covered. 
" 
I 
I 
Ii 
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In the above system, the grid is located in the 
focal plane of the second lens or mirror, so in the absence 
of any disturbance in the test section the image on the screen 
is evenly illurnina ted. If I ho1-1ever, the grid is moved away 
from the focal plane, the image on the screen contains a system 
of fringes running parallel to the grid strips and increasing 
in nu.-rnber as the di stance beti-reen the grid and focal plane 
increases. If a disturbance is introduced, the fringes move 
by an amount proportional to the deviation o~ the light rays 
produced by the disturbance. 
In figui")e 17, point P in the ,-rorking section is 
imaged by the second lens or mirror M2 and the focussing lens 
•' 
L ( asswned for simplicity to lie in the focal plane of I~I2 ) at 
' point P on the screens. A grid is placed at distance gin 
front of the focal plane of r12 so,~1 the light beam diameter at 
the grid is <f) d, whereas the fringe image diameter is about 
t 2 
( f:..l ) d. 
2 
If a ray passing through Pis parallel to the axis, 
' it passes through the center of L before reaching P, but if 
the ray is deflected at P throuGh an angle€, it follo\·lS a 
I different path before reachinc; P • It stril{es }12 at a point 
separated from the undisturbed intersection by a distance lf 
and the lens L at a poi11t f 2 € beloi-1 the center. The point on 
the grid through ~rhich the ray passes is separated by a distance 
€'~2+ (j2 ) ( 1-f2 )] from the point of the undi.st1.,;rbcd ray. If 
the undisturbed ray passes through the edge or an opaque strip 
and the disturbed ray through the center of the strip, the 
image ~ringe resulting from the shadow of the strip will be 
I 
--( ) 
--
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' ' displaced one-half its 1-ddtl1 in relation to P , which does not 
move. Tl1e nu.r;ibor of ir11aie frinc;es depends on tl1.e nuraber of 
crid strips, and their spacing depends on the Grid spacing and 
on the ro.tio ~ of the light beam diameter at the image and at 
G 
the grid. mh r nt .r"r. hi"".... • J..~ ~ 1 1.e appa e i inGe s L~ is, ~ner0rorc, aqua to 
the displacement of the ray at the grid irultipliod by the 
magnification of tlu.s rnove::ncnt as vie .. red on the scroen. Thus, [3] 
f 
"') 
frinse shift = t ....2 r2 + G 
(28) 
so the angul~r deflection o.nd hence density zradient is found 
by measurins t11e fri!l[2;e slu .rt. 
The frince shift does not depend on the Grid spucinG, 
and it is, therefore, desirable to use a larz;e nw:1ber of clo!Jely 
spaced strips to produce finely s1~aced frin;3es. Unfor~unatoly, 
hot-1ever, the 6rid acts as a coarse diffraction t3ratinc so t:1e 
image s~arpness is seriously impaired if the specinc is too 
small. 011e-l1lmdred lines per inch seeras to be a practicc.1 limit 
beyond 1-rhich image defini tior1 is poor cornpnred to a co11.ventional 
apparatus. 
VI. CO}fPO}lZIJTS OF SCIILI~RE1I SYS~21-~ 
The various components of sc:uieren systems vrl.11 no\·I be 
discussed. These con1ponents a:re in general used in mo st tY1)es 
or setups. 
1. Light Source 
Nearly any light source is satisfactory if it is of 
• 
.. 
{ ) 
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high intensity. In many schlieren systems mercury vapor 
lamns such as the Bol lamp are used. They provide a high-... 
intensity li8ht which can be made monochromatic by use of a 
suitable filter. A typical example is the General Electric 
BH-6, an air cooled Bol lamp, 1-1hich gives monochro:.1a tic light 
or 0.546 micron ,-,ave length v1hen used 1.-Jitn a proper filter. 
Carbon arc and incandescent lamps are also ,-ridely 
used in schlieren work. In many cases a straight filament or 
ribbon incandescent lamp may be used without a condensing lerJ.S 
or slit. 
In many cases special precautions must be exercised 
for the eyes. One must never look directly into a continuously 
opera ting l1igh-pressure r.1crcury arc since the po\·1erful ultra.-
violet light can injure the retina of the eye. 
Although the tungsten ribbon-filament lamp is a satis-
factory source for many purposes, it is not suitable for mono-
chromatic t·1orlc, and its brillance is only about one-hundI'edth 
of a Bol lan1p. In addition to the above sources thare are many 
others suitable to schlieren systems, among these being xenon 
rl-ish tubes and various spark gap types. 
2. Condenser lens and slit 
Since the light sou1,..ce is not ur.i.form in illumination 
' or sharply bounded, a condenser lens is needed in conjunction 
with the source. The lens projects an ir,1age of the source upon 
a r,1ask )or slit which then becomes the eff ec Give source of the 
system. If the source were truly a point, iy i-1ould be unneces-
sary to use a lens to :form an image, since the imasc lrould 
\ 
. I 
" I, 
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always be sharp and clear. However, a source of finite size 
causes ligl1t to be re-emitted o.t each point on the source 
within a finite angle, and a lens is then needed to form an 
image of the subject. 
The dimensions of the source slit have been the 
subject of intense study. 1\ one millimeter i·1idth is satis-
factory except for large deflections, this reduces any chro-
matic aberration caused by ordinary condenser lenzos. The source 
length is harder to define. If the source is of finite length, 
the field 1,1ill not be evenly illumin~ted; and only u part of it, 
even if the source would be infinitely lone, would be effective 
in the center of the field. The effective length 1 of the infi-
nite source in the focal plane of the field lens (or nurror) 
whicl1 \,;ill just illwninate the second field lens (or mirror) is (9] 
where 
l= 
Cf= separation of the two field lenses 
r1= focal length of lens nearest source 
~= diar,1eter of first lens 
(29) 
For uniformity of field illari1ination it may be ,-1ise to use some 
fraction of 1 • A finite source cannot be confined entirely to 
the optical • axis. Thus it produces asticmatism, which increases 
with slit width. 
The size or the effective source can be controlled 
by adjusting the distance between re:il :.wurce, lens, and ir.w.ge. 
For a given sonsitivity and source, however, the finnl illumi-
nation on the screen is independent of any macnification of the 
source. In figure 18 the reai source and effective source are 
• 
( 
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the same size. The useful light is that included within the 
angle e, \-1hich is here equal to the .focal angle of the first 
~ 
a1 
lens or rn.irror - 't.·Jhere d1 and r 1 are the diameter and focal r1 
length, respectively, of the first lens or mirror. If the 
e:fective source size is increased, e increases and includes 
a larger fraction of light emitted. To retain the • Sili"ne s ensi-
•• 
tivi ty, ho1·1ever, the unobscured light width at the lr..nife edge 
(a in figure 2) must be held constant. A smaller fraction of 
light is thus allowed to pass the edge, and the effect is to 
hold the illumination of the screen constant. The opposite 
occurs if the effective source is reduced. (A larger fraction 
of light passes the lmif'e edge.} To achieve a high sensitivity 
the source must be narrow in the direction nernindicular to the 
"' .4 
knife edge. Therefore, to observe density gradients in other 
directions, the slit and lmife edge must be rotated to3ether. 
' In some cases the ef'fective source may be formed by 
an iris diaphragm which is circular and thus prod~ce~ a circular 
sourc-e. Here only the knife edge need be rotated to observe 
gradients in other planes. The diaphracm can be opened so 
light from the source just covers the rinal field lens or mirror. 
Any larger opening will not result in more illu.i.U.ns.tion on the 
screen but will tend to introduce niore astiematism and aber-
ration into the system. The lmife edge can then be adjusted 
for the proper sensitivity. 
The dimensions given above for the slit nre only 
approximate. In the final aJ1alysi s they will depend on the 
actual physical setup and the intuition of the observer. 
' .. 
( 
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3. Field r.;Iirrors 
The main factor governing the selection of field 
mirrors (or lenses) is the r ratio, the ratio of focal length 
to diametor. For a small f ratio, diffraction effects which 
distort the outline of the source image are reduced, but 
effects of astigmatism and spherical aberration become ac-
centuated. An f ratio of eight or greater is a good choice. 
When tivo field mirrors are used, they should be identical to 
reduce coma and astigmatism. If the mirrors are the off-axis 
parabolic type, there is neither coma nor astigmatism. The 
mirrors may be made from cast pyrex glass blanks. They are 
aluminized on the front surface to elinlinate any effects of 
the glass and are polisned, gr'ot2nd, s.nd. shaped to 1-1i thin 
specified limits such as one-tenth of a wavelength of sodium 
light. 
The mirror thiclmess is usually; to} of its diameter. 
Near the figured surface the glass should not contain seed 
(gas bubbles), stone (solid inclusions), or refu~ (glass streaks 
of different refractive index thai.l the surrounding class). 
Under ordinary laboratory conditions, tne alurninized surface is 
usually sa ti sfac tory for several years ~-1i thout cl eanin~, if 
covered t-rhen not in use. In a corrosive atmosphere a harder. 
surface,such as rhodiwn, is used. 
The most irr.portant error in a mirror is in the surface 
slope. This causes incorrect reflection of local light rays and 
uneven ill~ino.tion in the sc::i.lieren i:n~1ce on the screen. 
Surface errors u3ually occur in concentr~ic zones, their ce11ter 
coinciding with that of the mirror. This error can usually be 
• 
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\ 
detected by the Foucault test and should be less thank 
wavelength of mercury light per inch. A less imnortant error 
-
is that of radius of curvature, in which a tolerance of! 2% 
or more is allowable. Small surface scratches may be annarent 
in photographs and can be detected by placing a point light 
source in the mirror focal plane, the reflected beam then pro-
jected on a vie1-1ing screen at a distance about equal to the 
mirror focal length. 
If the test section is small enou~h, lenses can be 
used in nlace of mirrors. The len3cs are either double convex ... 
or plano-convex and are compound lenses, one part usually of 
flint glass and the other of cro1m glass. '11 he conroound lenses 
eliminate most of the spherice:..l and cl1ror.1utic aberration. The 
lenses are also usually coated to reduce reflection of incident 
1 . h f h 1 f O · """ • .P' 8 · 1g t rom t e ens sur ace. nee again an~ ratio o. is 
appropriate. Since the system components can be mounted on the 
optical axis 1-1hen lenses are used, coma and astiginatism due to 
off-axis elernents do not occur. 
4. Carnera 
If the • true poi11t, source image t·Jere a no camera 
would be • ., behind the ln1.if e edge. Since, ho1-1ever, the requiI'ea. 
source is finite, a lens is required after the lmife edge to 
render the field striations into snarn focus on the film. ~ 
Ass~vning the camora irn.mediately folloi·rs the l{nif e 
edge and has a focal lencth small co1~1pQrod to the fi0ld lens, 
the ratio of the • the film ·to tl1e diameter of the in;.age Ol~ 
subject is [2] d .. fJ J.. ma.:::- c ( 30) -d - :t:2 +µ field 
1: 
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. ' 
where 
r2= focal len~th of second field lens or mirror 
µ = distnnce bet1-1e0n field and second field lens 
The apparent distance from the ccunera to the subject is given 
by [2] 
apparent distance= r2 + 
i-rhere,uis less than r2 • Tlu.s distance is 
( 31 ) 
set on the ..n • 
-'- ocusin~ 0 
scale of an ordinary photographic or motion picture camera, 
v1hic}1 is the instrument usually used. If t:1e cc.nera ler1.3 
edge, then 
nll the li3:1t transmitted across the l-::11ife cd30 is recei vcd on 
... 
the film. The image size, therefore, has mucl1 to do with t~e 
phot0Grapl1ic speed of the systcra. A c:::mcra usins 4" x 5" film 
is usually preferred since 1·tlth this or lur3cr fil~ there • l.S 
no detci.il loss from enlarcer.1ent. Tl1e caraera will be discussed 
more in the folloin.ng sections. 
"·- ~ .... 
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VII. EXPERI!1ilir!T.A.L APP • .\R.ATUS, P .A.l'1T I 
The schlieren system employed in the experimental work 
is shown in figure 19. The system is basically the same as 
the single mirror coincidence system of figure 10. The .com-
ponents and characteristics are identical except for the ad-
, 
di'tion of lens E , l·Ihicl1 acts as a fine adjustment for the 
production of an image of source A at the plane mirrors. 
2. Specific Components of Ex:·oerirn.ental Apparatus 
a. Ligl1t Source: The light source A is a 100 1-1att 
Sylvania concentrated arc lamp source. By inserting a prism 
into the light beam, it was found the light vras very nearly 
r:1onochromatic 1·li t:1 a slight trace of blue light in the spectrum. 
This fact is important since it eliminates chromatic aberration 
in the setup. The lam.) is fired by a stored charge in the 
capacitors of a 117 volt, 100 1·ratt, 60 cycle starter unit. The 
lamp is fired by s,,1itchin~ on the starter unit, holding th~ .. 
starter S\Iitch against its spring load for a second, and then 
releasin~ it. The capacitor discharge then fires the lamp. A 
fan mounted in the source unit provides cooling air for the 
lamp. rrne source and starter are sho1m in fi~ure 20. The 
source is located on a small, adjustable-hei~ht platform, which 
in turn is placed on an optical bench. 
b. Condensing Lens and Iris Diaphragm: The cdndensing 
lens is a double convex lens of 32 mm. diameter and 35 mm. focal 
The lc11s is motmted in a short stainless steel tube, 
on the front of i-rl1ich is an. iris diaphr'agm to control tae size 
of the source aperture. The tube is then mounted in a holder, 
( 
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into v1hicl1 fits a posi tio11inr; rin0 on tl1e sou.rce tu1i t to 
rigidly fix the two parts tocethcr. The holder has two 
diagonul feed screws to position t~e lens in front of the 
source. It also contains a feed scrc1-1 to ~7lovc the dinJhrag1n 
' ' 
and lens axially in reference -~o tl1e source for focu.s3in~ 
purposes. The ~older is also nlaccd on the outicnl bench in 
... ... 
front of tne source and CQn be noved vertically, rot~tcd about 
or tilted in any plane. 
unit is sl101m in figure 21. 
The lens 11.older 
c. Fine Adjustwont Lens: ~he fine adjustment lens, 
n' . 1 9 . in fiGure , is a compo1.1nd 
lenses. The lens sys t e ~-:1 h8. s a 
rocul length from its center. 
apart in e8.cl1 end of a steel tub~, 1-:l1ich in turn i:.; pl:lccd in 
a mo-unt. The tube co.n r.iove a.:(ially in tl1.c :"1oun~, 1·1:1.icl1 can be 
rotated about its vertical axis or mov~d vert~c~lly. ·:..• ~1e :noun t 
. . . 1 , . 1 ., ~, ., """ . . , 1 • .. J-con"Galr!S a c1.r·cu ar .s.rue a on L,ne ena 1 ~tci112: ~11e ..... J..[_;~IJ 3ource 
to bloclr off.' rmy stray li0ht rays. 
m. ou1 "J"'\, ... L, e· d on the a ....... t:1· c ::"l b .~nc,11 I'"} ~a:, 1· ~ <""' ~10"'"""' 1· ·,1 ~"'~ r~ 1r ~ 22 
~. lJ" - '"" c;u.~ - ..:i. V • ..,4 J. ~ .J..U L. v • 
d. 
justrnent lens. 
Plane !·lirror: Tl1e -olnne rrd.rror follo~·rs tl1e ad-
... 
Tl1i s mirror • l.S of 
,; inches in height and; inch in . ., . , 1-1i a t.l1. • ~s fustoned 
to a st0el stanchion by t:-10 adjustment screi·1s, -v:11ich 2-llo\-r it 
to be rotated or positioned vcrt1cally. The stru1c~ior1 its elf 
is attac1-1ed to a nri.cror:ietcr· slide, i-1}1ich locate~ it later~lly 
and :.i:dally in respect to the optical bcnc::1. 
is set at 1·li th .,,, C .... . . ~. ., .L. J. "-' / •: \., V 
... 
J,.. -
vV 
The plane r.1irror 
source and thus turns the beam 90 decrees from its path and onto 
( ) 
t ) 
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a s~herical ~rror • 
... 
The :plune nlirror is tl1e point at ~·rhich 
the 
the 
• • SOU:'Ce l.rrl~GC IS forrr~ed by t:~1e lens syst0rn. and tl"1us acts as 
.t"I I"\ J- • e..t.1ccl,1ve source of tl1.e systern • The • • m~·ror is Sl:..O\·fil in 
figure 23. 
e. Soherical Mirror: 
... 
Tl1e spherical mirror is a 
~ A 
front-aluminized mirror of 12t incn diarlcter and 10~ foot radius. 
The front-surf&cinc; elirrlin~~tcs my re1'"'r2.ctive effect of tl1e 
glass. The r.urror is pi v,)tt~d on ti-10 vertical sup1Jo:-2ts, so it 
can be tilted &bout a horizontal • ".) ~ ... l .... 1-.. _..... ~ • T ' ~ ~ !lG L, \·!O SU"'OP or "'Cs res LI 
..... ... 
on a carrin0 e 1-1hich can be rnoved ~:·:iu.lly 1-1i tl1. re3Dect to the 
light beam fro1n the plane r.1irror by mear1.s of a feed sc:·t;.-J r.1echa-
• 
ni sm. Two feed screws al80 allow the • 1ni ::·ror to be moved later-
1:!11en not in u~e, the ally 'l·Ii tl1 respect to the liGl1t bearr1. 
mirror is enclosed by a felt cover. 
figure 24. 
The nlirror is sho\m in 
f. Knife Ede;e: The knife edge is composod or a 
razor blade r1ounted 011 a U-.s:1a·oe:d r::etal piece.· This r:1ctal niece 
• 
is scre1-red to an uprigl1t rod, i,Jhich ct::..n be raised or loi-rered by 
means of a t:1unb scretr. The rod is loc~ ted on tl1e 
croraeter slide as the plane • r.u.rror 
to tne s~~heric 3.l rrtlrror. 
... 
The ,.~ V"\1· ... e .-.:...J...J. ~ 
but to the side and closer 
edge is slightly lOi·;or t11an 
th 1 . J-i 1 . ~ ' b .. .l-e p une rru rror so L111e _ J..c.c.rc -e :1:.1 c 2n :) ass over l L,. Tt:i.e LI-
shaped piece is threaded in both the botton and one leg of the 
U so the knife edge can be placed either horizontally or verti-
oally. Tl1e lrnife edce is shoi·r.L1 in fi[;ure 25. 
g. Schlieren Camera: T'r1e lcr1s L a.."t'ld scr•ecn I of 
figu.re 19 are conl.,ai11.cd in ti.1e schli cren cc..~1ora. The c~--ncra is 
composed of an adjustable belloi-1s i.;i th tl1e focussing l0nz and 
• 
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shutter in front and 5" x 7" film holders in the rear. The 
belloi·1s can be opened or closed to permit focussing of the 
image on the film. The lens is a plano-convex type of 38 mm. 
diameter and 279 mm. focal length mounted in front of the 
shutter. The shutter is a compound type: it can be onerated 
1 1 on a time exposure basis with speeds fro~ 2 to 100 second, or 
it can be opened and closed manually for long exposures. 
camera contains a coated Glass plate im:nodiately in front o-.f 
the film holder on which the im1ge is first focussed. Before 
the film is exposed, this plate nrust be renoved. The camera 
rests on an arm attached to an upright support. This allows 
the camera to be moved vertically, horizontally, or rotationally 
with respect to the rest of the apparatus. The ca.~era is shoim 
in figure 26. 
VIII. OPER.P.TIOii OF EXPERII{ZlJTAL APPA1.~ TU~ 
1. Procurc~cnt of Electric~l ?ower 
The physical location of the schlieren system used 
in the experimental procedure is in room 564 Packard Laboratory, 
Lehigh University. A switcl1 bo;: is located on the riel1t hand 
v1all close to the near end of the roon; the lmife edges n1ar1''Ced 
A, B, and C must be closed to provide electrical power to the 
;, 
control board)* v1l1ich is on tl1e left hS11d "t-Iall adjacent to the 
schlieren optical bench. The double 9ole, double thro·l1 line 
s1-1i tch on the left er1d of the control panel r:1u3t be closed 
down,-1ard, an(l the tog;gle s1-1i tch on tl1e ri[;l1t end inust be .,_ ~ vllroi•m 
in order to provide 110 volt, 3 phase, 60 cycle power to the 
,I 
,1 (_~ 
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floor receptacle u.~der the apparatus. (Both switches are 
source • l.S 
panel.) 
The source lamp is fired as outlined above. The 
then positioned relative to the condonsin2 lens 
holder by adjusting the two diagonal feed screws in the holder. 
The i:iis diaphra:;rr1 is fully opened, and the condenser lens is 
retracted ns far ~s possible into the lens holder to keep the 
optical components as close together as possible. The distances 
bet1·1een components on the optical bench s1_1ould be set as sho~n 
in figure 27. The fine adjustinc lens ca...~ be noved in and out 
of its holder to provide a ~harp image of the source on the 
plane • JiUrI'Or. 'J 
2. Ali~!'-:1cnt and Geometry of S·yste:n Cor1nonontn; 
rr ~ -= · 0 ..,... ."".\ ~· ~ C 0. l J... J. .. c; - '-' u - I.., -, . ~Jo rte.. ti ons 
}Ji th the source u..~ t nnd co11rionsin~ lens holder placed 
... together and ~he lens mount rully retracted, ' ., . . ~.:.1e minimum 
distD.nce bett·reen the source A and co11den.sin2: le1:s D is 25 rcn. 
as sho:-m in f'igure 27. rro all01•j for ulacei-.1cnt of the ca.~era ... 
and eene1..,al worlcing space, about four inches were alloi·1ed be-
ti.;ecn tho centers of the adjusting lens C and the plane r.rl.rror 
D. l'°lith this restriction, parts C and D ·t.-;ere r.ioved along the 
optical be11cl1. lli"'ltil an irnage of .u. i,Ja. s formed on D. ). t this 
point parts C and B \-Jere 362 rnn. apart, a:..'1d D nnd C t-1ere 120 mrn. 
apart. 
Fi~om thin lens theory and the lens equation 1 
t) 
.. 
1 1 
' - =---,- q f 
as discussed before , the position of the source imaGe formed by 
lens B can be found. (Focal length of Bis 35 mm.) 
( 
,. 
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-
-88 nun. 
This menns the source image is 88 m::1. f:r'om lens B and is a 
vertual imaee on the same side of Bas . ~ J. s i"l.. r:'l'I • • l .i.1.l. S 1 S nosition .,. 
' 
1 
A in figure 27. A now is the object ~or len~ system c. 
(Focal length of C is 90 rnm., p = 450 nun.) 
-
-
450(90) 
]bo 11 3 rn..11. 
Thus the I inaGe of -~ • l.S f or1ned 11 3 rrJn. from C ~""ld on the 
I 
opposite side of C th~n is A • ' is point Din ficure 27. 
The n.ctual dist~nce of' 120 r.r~:.1. E.nd tl1e distance from 
lens theory aGree 1.;i thin 6% of' c2.c11 other. T:1i s discrepancy 
can be e:-:plained by the £net tl1~t lens theory u.ssutn.ez lenses 
to be neGligibly thin, 1~u.le in reality lcn~ set C is 64 ::IDl • 
.r:"ro'Y"I. one ~urr~a .. c,""!. "'-L,o ~L,,1·10 07::·1er. r.11 , ..... -r-""o-c 1· .. 1·,..., d··-"'.C11.·c,'lt to ..1. .1.11  ~ ..., .. ... ! .:..v G .J.. :.: -· I v ~ l .i .l. ~ 
deter-nline from 1-rhich position alor1e the lone C to r,1e2~sure 
dist2nces. In the above analysis, distances were measured fron 
the ce!ltcr of C. the ontic8.l com~;onents 
... 
are a~ close to:ethor on the bench as possible. Tl-le source 
magnification at the plane 1nirro1~ is 
m= -
-
120 
-
~60 - .92 Pc 
or the source at Dis about .92 the size at A. 
The plane rrtlrror, as ::1entioned before, turns the 
light beam 90 decrees and ~rojects 
The spherical mirror is po~itio~ed 
. .:.. l. l, 
so 
on to the spl1e:i?ical mirror • 
... 
the reflcc:ed beam is Jro-
jeoted across the knife edge. In order for the sc~lieren effect 
f' 
• 
- . \ -
( 
{ ) 
to be observed, the spherical mirror must be moved axially so 
that the lmif e edge is located 1 0' - 6" ( equal to the radius 
of the mirror) from it. The e;.:c.ct axial uosi tion 'of the 
.. 
( 
spl1.erical mirror can be deter1nined as follovrs: tl1e cari1era is 
removed from behind tl1e hrnif e ed[;e, and t}1e light beam from 
the spherical mirror is projected over the knife edge and onto 
the far v1all of the room. The mirror is then rotated for1-Jard 
so the beam is partially cut by the knife edGe. If the mirror 
is too closo to the xnife edge, a shadov1 of tl1e edge vrill be 
seen entering the field from the top; the s~adow enters from 
the bottom if the mirror is too far a1-1ay. 'rl1.e mirr•or must 
then be moved fori-10.rd or bacl,:1,rard until, 't-1hen the ligl-1t beam 
is cut by the edge, the vie1-:ing scrce11 darl:ens W1iforr1ly 1-ri th 
no trace of the lmife ed6 e shadoi-1. .A.t this point, ths l~i:'e 
edge is properly positior.:.ed and, for tltls setup, tl1.c }:-nife edge 
d 1 . ~~ J,.. b t 1 • h"" 'h J-• 1 • an p ane mirror are O.J..ISev a. ou r inc .J.rora ~ e on~icc ...... ~xis. 
- 4- .. 
The crunera is then J)Osi tioned about one inch 1)e[lind the knif .. e 
edge so the licht beam travels U11obstructed t111"ougl1 tl1e focus-
ing lens onto the film at the rear of the camera. 
The source slit in this schlieren setup is circular 
since it is formed by the iris diaphracm positioned after the 
condenser lens. of the slit can be fotmd from 
t 
figure 28. · Here P.. , B, C and D are tl1e source ir.1n.ec produced 
by lens B, the condensins lens, the adjustir~ lens, and the 
source imaee, respectively, as sho1,n1 in fi.gt::,..e 27. Eis the 
iris position and M the spherical mirror. i Since .\ is the 
• 
I •• 
-~ 
• 
t'-, f } 
"!. .< 
.... ,,,. 
( ) 
image lens ·C sees, d 
a 
the 
da --
.,. 
and 
de -,.., -
or 
aperture is 
126 
~ 
120 
3200 
126 
~ 
c.c 
dm 
120 
X 3200 ( 1 2. 25) . 
1 
• 1 28 or IT inch 
(32) 
(33) 
With this setting the light beam fills the spherical mirror. 
A larger setting should not be used si11ce the excess light is 
lost, and a larcer aperture introduces more spherical aber-
ration into the system. 
~Jith the iris diaphracm opened to i inch, however, 
it vras found that the ligl1.t intensity on t:1e cc .. ~~1cra film t-12.s 
too great for proper develop1nent of the i'iL-:i, t}10 ,;.~il~1s being 
over-exposed. Good film exposure v1as obtained ~·1l10n the iris 
aperture was closed slightly to 7 . , .. ,::r, inc11. 
0-4 
At this uoint the 
... 
diameter of the light beaJn on the nlir·ror 'tvas, from ec:uations 
(32) and (33) 
0 
X 
'i200 d. 
120 
~ = 10.4 inches 
( • 1 09) (34) 
The diameter of the lir.ht bcaril +-., h the test section • then l.,nroun-. J.S 0 ._, 
( figu1~e 28) /?820),0 4 l 320·0 i • or 901.5 incl1cs. The diar:1eter of the 
field the film • given by equation (JO) i-1here ;a is on crunera is 
.&. 3 
t 
11 inches, F2 is 63 inches, and µ.is 15 inches. Therefore, 
d image 11 = b3+15 X 9.15 = 1 .29 inches, 
The actual image diameter measured from the film negative is 
1.31 inches or a difference of the two values of only 2~. 
Effects of astigr.1[1.tism in this setup are quite srnall 
since the knife edge and effective source at t~e plano mirror 
are only about 1 inch apart ut a di~tance of 126 inches from 
the spherical rairror. Tl1us the offset angle C( in fic;ure 19 is 
about 18 minutes; or since tl1e -...--n:J3 trn.verse tl~is angle t\·1ice, 
the effective angle is 36 minutes. For acti::matic effects to 
"-' 
come into prominence, tl10 angle CX r.iu~t be 6 or 7 dez;rces. 
are also very small in . - . "Ch). s setu1). The main 
disadvantage or this system as mentioned ~bovc, is the non-
parallel light trnvelinG ~hrough the ~est ~cction. 
The pictures taken ar~ ot the vicinity of a candle 
flame and a di vergcnt nozzle vii ~11. a pressure ratio of four to 
one. In each case pictur•es 1-1er0 t:ilcer~ 1-Ji th the lmir'"'e edrre v 
vertical and then horizo11tal (fisures 29-32). Areas of' ecual 
• 
brightness are areas of the sase density. 
3. Cri tici .sins 2.11d :\cco:,-(rr1e11d2 tions of Syster11 and Results 
After expcri1nenti11(3 'tii th tl1e schlio::aon np1)ara tus a.Yl.d 
observing the rcstll ting photogr·n.phs, tne follo11ins c:")i ticisrns 
and recorn.:nendations are made: 
(1) The mirror surface is poor becnuse it contains 
streaks in a circular pattern near the center i~ich show on 
43. 
the photographs. This surface could cause diffusion of lig~t 
rays resulting in a poorly defined photo~raph, especially for 
1 d •.i.. d. t Th u1.i..· J-.a.. .l.h h J-wea { ensivy gra ions. e res ~ing pav~ern on v e p o~o-
graph can also interfere i-1i th interpretation of t11e photograph. 
It is recomn:ended, ther .. cf'ore, that tl1e mirror surface be 
cleaned or the mirror be resurfaced. 
(2) The schlieren setup should be changed so the 
light beam traversing the field is parallel and not divergent. 
The di vereent bea1n can cause poor defi11i tion of the image on 
the photographs due to the divcrGing be~m passinG through the 
field tvri c e. it is recommended a..~other mirror be 
purchased, and the apparatus set up to provide parallel light 
throush the test section. 
(3) The condensing and fine adjustment lenses should 
be coated in order to reduce licht reflection fro~ their surfaces 
and increase light trans:nis.sio:1. ·::hi~ effect is ~Jrobc.bly ::-:liner 
' in the operation of the system since it occurs before the light 
beam t~averses the test s0ction and tl1us should h:J.ve no effect 
on irna6 e quali -cy. It could, ho1·1ever, increase the im.a6 e 
brightness if ever req~ired. 
(4) The plane ~irror surface :is poor in some places, 
containing fine lines in it. T~is leads to diffusion of the 
light rays and asain could cause poor image quality on the 
phot .. 03ra.ph. Diffusion u t the plane mirror could be especially 
serious because ~he licht arc in a small bean there, and 
any lines in the surface }Iould l1ave a magi1ii'ied effect on any 
dif.fusion. 
(5} The lmife ed~e and mirror should be moved 
farther apart along the optical bench axis. i.rli th the l{nife 
edge vertical, the light bcrun crumot pass bet1,:een the edge and 
mirror. Therefore, the knife edge must be raised and the plane 
mirror loi-1ercd so the returning bearn, after being cut by tl1e 
knife edge, passes over the ntlrror and into the camera. Tw·li th 
this condition, hovrever, tl1c knife edge is raised too high in 
its support and is not held secu.rely but easily t·.robbles. The 
edge is well supported in its horizontal position (where it is 
lo1-1ered); thus, the knife edge and plane mir·ror should be moved 
about t inch farther apart. 
, 
{6) The razor blade edge in t11e kni.f'e ed::;e reflects 
light bacl{ toward t11e sp:-lerical rnirror and could interfere ·.-1i th 
the resul tine; photoc3rn.phs. Tl1e ed2;e can sirnply be turned 
slightly so the reflected benm doe~ not 8trike the • m1rror • ., 
(7) An iri3 diaphl~agm could be ins~~lled in the 
camera shutter so the amount of lisht entering the car.1era can 
be varied independently of the rest of the system. At the 
present, the i1~is dic.p~cl~gm at t:1.e condonsins lc.n3 :~r~st be 
varied to reduce the light in t11c 1-rrJ.ole sys tern if the bc~n 
too intense for good photography. . r. ~ :. i trl 
• 
• 1S 
shutter, v°'riation of the light 1ntonsi ty 011 t}.1e 1.s more 
convenient, and the system itself still operates 11it:i the 1---ull 
a.mount of light. 
(8) The photos 1-1ere taken at a cnmora s11t1tter speed 1 of 100 second. This could be too slow in some cases (for 
I 
... 
( ) 
45. 
instance the turbulent part of the c8.ndle flame) resultin~ in 
blurrin[s of tl1e photograph, a. shutter ( i-Ji tl1. an iris rliaphrngrn 
built in) could be obtained for photoeruphing highly turbulent 
1 regions in the flow. In the present case, 100 second appears~ 
fast enough since the pictures do not appear to be blurred be-
cause of candle flanfe movement. 
IX. EXPERI11~IT!lL APP1\RATUS, PART II 
1 • General 
It was felt that the quality of t~e photocraphs ob-
:.··· 
tained from the previous sett1p ,.;as not sharp enough; therefore, 
a diff0rent setup of the apparatus i-1as utto:-,1pted 1·1herein the 
licht rays through the test section are IJC..r:~llel. Tl1c di-
vere;cnce of the besxi traversins the test section 1·1as the main 
objection to the previous arr8.ngement. A l~rge })l:ine r:rirror 
t-1as obtained, and the ap,nro. tus i-1as arrs.neod as shoi·n1. in figure 
33. In this setup the liGht bearn is parallel 1.;l1e11 passing 
through the test section. See pnge 60. 
2 Co ..,. onC'ln"'-c ~nd Qe~un of i\'f,....T. '\nr"rnrJ- .. us • ! 1 .1.8 v .. llu c. '-' L, ..,\i,:;,'J .: •. :J,:!.J. c....l., 
The source, lens systern, plarJ.a r.,ir:..,..or, knife edge, 
and · n "'-., 1 · · · .,_ · .. :'."\ c~~era are i vne same re ~~1ve ~osivions as oe:ore. 
.. 
lT ,,, 01·1 
' 
however, the effective source (at the smn.11 plana mir-ror) md 
the lmi£e edge are located at the focal point of the spherical 
mirror instead of at tl1e center of curvature in order t.o render 
the light rays parallel in the test section. In order to l:een 
~ 
the system as cor.1~-Jact as possible, the ls.rr.:;e pl::ne r.1irror t-ras 
located alonG side the knife edge and as close to it to reduce 
the offset angle C(. The plane rairror cannot be located closer 
• I • 
-46. 
to the spherical mirror • it blocks out light from the source. 
3. Sen!:itivity of lJ.e't·J Syst01n 
The sensitivity is again given by equation (1) 
~E b 
E -- -a 
In the present case, if the angular deflection of the rays per 
traverse of the test section is(, the total &ngular deflection 
is 2t. The distance beti-1een t11e test 8ection S md tl1e l·:nife 
edge at P is appro:,:.ir.iatcly {L + f) ,.;}1ere f is the focal length 
of the sphericr..l • T:1.en b 2 t (L + f) 4(f, for L 1:1.i r1"or. - or -
equal to f , and 
6 "C;' LLtf (35) .:.....J -~, 
-l:., a 
which is the s~~8 ~cnsitivity ns the previous case. 
4. 
The litsl1t be8.r,1 is no:·j p3.~-.allel in the test section, 
but t}1ere is c..not"l1er characteristic of this s~rste::i t-111icn :-:1~o~e 
t11an col.L~tcracts t11.is advantage. Tllis . . , ....... is e;.:.c es si ve as -cig1~1a l.ll sm 
caused by th0 offset of the knife edGe and effective source 
from the optical axis. The distc-nce bet\·:eon tl1e ls.rz;e plane 
mirror center 3.nd ti1e source at P in figure 33 • 1.S c..bout 1 0 
inches. In this cs.se the lenc;ths L 8..11d f are 63 inches givi11G 
rise to an of.fset anc;le CJ..'):' 9 desroe:s. Since the licht traverses 
this path t1;ice, t}1e effective far 
greater tl1an the 6 or 7 de[;ree n1iniraill.i for s1n2ll astigm:.tic 
error. In the section discussing lens defects, it was stated 
that ustiematism causes rays in a vertical plane to be focused 
• 
47. 
--~··· 
at a different point than rays in a horizontal plane. In the 
present ca!Je the distance bet~-:een these L,,;o focal points is 
three inches. ?or this confie;uration, the lmife edge must be 
placed about l-:alfv1ay bet1·re0n the t\-10 foe ii in the "circle of 
least confusion". The exact placer.ient o:-- the lmife edge is 
"' d b .... I I , • h d . .a-~ J- • 
.1. orine as e1·ore. n -cni s c use, "' ... 01-1ever', ue -co vne as lJJ.grri8.-
tism, a trace of the knife edge shadow is always present. Also, 
when the edge is changed from the horizontal to vertical, it 
may need to be relocated properly. 
The photogr~phs sl1o~·n1 in fi~ure s J~ and 3S are for a 
candle f1B.J.'1le 1r1i th lmife edge, vertical and tl1en horizorital. The 
dark area on the prints is the l~ife edge shadow cau3cd by 
astiematism. Due to asticmati~~ and coma, imQge quality is not 
im.proved over the previous rcst~l t.3 even thouc;l1 ~he light rays 
/, ... ) 
are narallel in the test section • 
• 
In addition to t:1e rcco1Tcasr1d2. tions given tmder the 
previous results, the following is also included: 
(9) a- A mirror of much longer focal lansth should 
be purchased ir this setup is used in order to reduce the 
off set ru1gle t·rhich in turn reduces astigmatism a.Yld coma. C( 
should then be less th~n 6 deJreese ·'\ -"'"'-~ · -- 1 ·a .. '"1.n o..i..1-R..:-:1 s uaraoo 01 ~ 
mirror 1·1ill elirninG.to both coraa m1d asticrr ... atism but is an ex-
pensive proposition and not reco~nended. 
b- The better solution is to buy a spherical 
mirror identic2..l to t}1e one prjs8ntly used m1d ~hci-1 set up tl1e 
apparatus as sho1:m in f'icure 14, the double mirror systern. 
Here the system size is 1-:ept 11i tl1in lirai ts, the beam tffi"\ough 
• 
. ·'1 
IT 
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.. 
the test section is still· parallel, and astiernatic effects 
are minimized because the source and knife edge arc offset 
on opposite sides of the optical 
most connnonly used. 
• a.xis. This type system is 
In tl1e previ_otls photogr'aphs the candle flame does 
not shoi,t a sc11lieren effect. To inve~.tigatc tltls phenomenon 
the apparr.tus was set up as in fieurc 19 with the following 
modificEi.tions. 
18 inc,_1es in front of the l:ni.f'e edge so tl1.e flame its elf i-1as 
trnversecl only by t'.1e licl1t berun comi11c ~ror1 tl1e spher·i cnl 
n1irro1,; {2) A thin plRtc 1-:iti.l ;;_ tiny ~1ole 1,-;as pl2.ce_~_ in front 
of tho --,lane Flirror to :n:.~ sl-~ the -~ ffec ti ve sollrce to a nin n()int 
... ... 
of light. F11otor-r,J_r,hs ~ .. rcre tl1en tctl:en as before. T:1e results '-,) ... 
quite i-1eal{, i11dic::1.tes c. very -:rc~J: d,-·r1sity t3rD.dient i11 tl1.e flame. 
in tl1e fl~<Jne: the density c;radient is too ,-1eal-: to 1)e seen 
sine e t~1e fl an1e is sr.1a1 l arid dis::. 2n t fror1 t:1e c o..r1er:-... 
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FIGURE 1 : Schlieren System Elements [5] 
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FIGURE 36: Schlieren Photograph of a Candle Flame Base 
Knife Edge IIori zontal ~ 
·~(first setup) 
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